The main results of the article are for a new class of theories, namely simple existential strongly Jonsson convex theories. This class is quite broad in terms of algebra, for example it includes the class of all Abelian groups and simple groups. This article examines the issues relating to the following subjects. The language is considered a signature adds a new predicate symbol which reflects the presence of of the Jonsson set. In turn, the presence of so many in the model provides a basis for the dimensional ratios of elements and subsets as concept Jonsson sets in Jonsson theory is a generalization of the concept of the dimension of the linear space. T.G. Mustafin in due time he introduced and proved the basic properties of the syntactic and semantic similarity. In this paper, in the extended language are similar to the results for the considered theories. In this direction, the main results of the work are the following results: The coincidence of P -stability for the prototype and its central-type center. The equivalence of syntactic similarity existentially committed EP SCJ full of theories and syntactical similarity of their centers. From this it can be seen a lot of useful facts. In particular semantic similarity. As well as a list of semantic properties, which are stored at the semantic similarity. For example, the semantic properties that invariant properties of the first order applies Morley rank of the central type. This work is associated with the concepts of convexity theory in the class existentially-simple Jonsson theories. We denote such theories as ExistentiallyP rimeStrongyConvexJonsson(EP SCJ).
This work is associated with the concepts of convexity theory in the class existentially-simple Jonsson theories. We denote such theories as ExistentiallyP rimeStrongyConvexJonsson(EP SCJ).
In [1] was defined the class of ∆−P J theories. Such theories are generalized the concept of Jonson's theories. In this paper we investigate the corresponding concept in which the notion of P − λ-stable (in sense [2] ) and the notion of syntactical similar in sense [3] are replaced in some equivalent style in the class of ∃-complete perfect EP SCJ theories. Moreover we are considered some enrichment of signatures of such theories and we defined and considered the concept of central types of ones. This generalization led us to different questions of note of stability in enrich signature, for example like in [2] . And finally we can to conclude that it is appropriate to consider and to investigate the EP SCJ -analogues of some properties and notions from classical model theory in frames of EP SCJ -theories.
Let L be a countable first-order language. Definition 1. The inductive theory T called existential-simple, if: 1. It has a simple algebraic model and the class of all algebraically simple models it is denoted by AP . 2. The class (E T ) of model theory T has nonempty intersection with an AP class, ie,
It is well known [1] that if Jonsson Theories T is perfect, then the class of its existentially closed models E T is elementary and coincides with the M odT * , where T * its center. Otherwise, i.e. if the theory T is not perfect, instead of M odT we are working with the class E T , ie, it is assumed that all the allegations relate only existentially closed models. Also, we assume in the case of an imperfect, that besides the existential closure of all these models is algebraically simple.
We say that all ∀∃ -corollary of the arbitrary theory form a Jonsson fragment of this theory, if the deductive closure of these ∀∃ -corollary is Jonsson Theories. Obtained in this case Jonsson theories will be called Jonsson fragment (further fragment). Accordingly, it is determined by the fragment of Jonsson set. In both cases, we can carry out research Jonsson fragments on the connection with an initial theory that the new formulation of the problem research is Jonsson's theory.
Let The theory T is called convex if for any model U and any family {B i |i ∈ I} of its substructures, which are models of the theory T , the intersection i∈I B i is a model theory T . It is assumed that this intersection is not empty. If this intersection is never empty, then the theory is called the strongly convex.
We give the necessary definitions related to Jonsson theories in the enriched signature. Let T is an arbitrary Jonsson theory in the language of the first order signature σ. Let C is a semantic model of theory T . Let A ⊆ C is a Jonsson set of theory T . Let σ Γ (A) = σ ∪ {c a |a ∈ A} ∪ Γ, Γ = {P } ∪ {c}.
Let
is an infinite set of sentences expressing the fact that the interpretation of symbol P is existentially closed submodel in the language of the signatures σ Γ (A) and this model is a definable closure of the set A. It is understood that the consideration the set of sentences is Jonsson theory and this theory generally is not complete.
Let T * is the center of the Jonsson theory T C A and T * = T h(C ) where C is a semantic model of the theory T The EP SCJ theory is
Proof. First of all we need to note that adding the symbols of constants and one-placed predicate P does not spoiled of EP SCJ-ness of T and T * . The proof of this ones standart cheking of definition of EP SCJ-ness. For proof of perfection of T C A it is enough to show, that T C A has the semantic model which will be saturated in its power.It is follows by definition T C A . As the given model we take semantic model C of the theory T , and in depending on a subset A and interpretation one-placed predicate P in C is the model D = (C, M, a) a∈A ,where M is existentially closed submodel of C. It is easy to see that D will be saturated in its power, since C is existentially closed model itself, as semantic model of T . Theorem 1. Let T be a ∃-complete perfect EP SCJ theory F r(A). Then the following conditions equivalent:
We can now show that from 1) to 2) the proof is trivial, since if it is no more all completions than λ, then in particularly ∃-completions no more than λ. Let's prove from 2) in 1). Let the theory T * − J − P -stable. It is equivalent to that, that T C A in the signature σ Γ (A) = σ ∪ {c a |a ∈ A} ∪ Γ is equivalent correspondingly to the positive Kaiser's hull T 0 of the theory T . By perfection of theory T we have that T 0 = T * and hence T C A will be perfect EP SCJ theory. Let the theory T 0 has no more, than λ ∃-completions. The centre of the theory T in the new signature will be equaled T h(C, a) a∈A ∪ {P (c a )|a ∈ A} ∪ { P } ∪ {P (c)}.Clear that T * = T C . We should be shown, that T * has no more then λ completions. That means that T * will be P − λ -stable. Let's understand due to what T * it is not complete in the new signature. Addition of constants gives only inessential expansions that will not change quantity types of existentially closed submodels C. The essential role is played the realizations of a predicate P . In this case realization of a predicate P will be some elementary submodel M of the model C. As C is the semantic model of T , this one is existentially closed and by sense of a predicate P in C(M ≺ C) follows, that M ∈ E T . Let's consider any completion T theories T * in the new signature. By definition T
* there exist such model M from E T , such that T = T h(C, M, a) a∈A , where M -interpretation of a predicate P in semantic model C. T = T h(C, M, a) a∈A is EP SCJ theory. In this case T is it positive model complete theory. And we have by positive model completeness T that any formula in is equivalent to some positive existential formula in T . Then by ∃-completeness of the theory T such completions by above mentioned are no more than λ. So, the statement is proved.
Let T is arbitrary EP SCJ theory, then E(T ) = n<ω E n (T ) , where E n (T ) is the lattice of positive existential formulas with exactly n free variables.
Let T 1 and T 2 are EP SCJ theories. We shall say that , T 1 and are EP SCJ syntactically similar, if and only if there exist a bijection f : E(T 1 ) → → E(T 2 ) such that:
1) the restriction of f up E n (T 1 ) is isomorphism of the E n (T 1 ) and E n (T 2 ) , n < ω; Proof. We can now show from 1) to 2).We have that for any n < ω E n (T 1 ) is isomorphic to E n (T 2 ). Let this isomorphism is making by f 1n . Under conditions of theorem and perfection for any n < ω E n (T 1 ) and E n (T 2 ) are Boolean algebras. But with perfection of T 1 and T 2 we have that T * 1 and T * 2 are positive model complete and so for any n < ω, ϕ(x) ∈ F n (T *
. With the same argument we have that E n (T 2 ) = E n (T * 2 ).For any n < ω, ϕ(x) ∈ F n (T * 1 ) we are defining the following map between F n (T * 1 and F n (T * 2 by next way f 2n (ϕ 1 (x)) = f 1n (ψ 1 (x)), where in T * 1 |= ψ 1 ↔ ϕ 1 , for ψ 1 ∈ E n (T 1 ) .It is easy to note that under properties of f 1n and above mentioned f 2n is a bijection which giving to us isomorphism between F n (T * 1 ) and F n (T * 2 ). Hence, T * 1 and T * 2 -syntactically similar in sense [3] . But from previously theorem 1 under consideration of central types of EP SCJ theory, since T * = T C , we have that 1)⇒2) of theorem 2 is proved. 2)⇒1). It is trivial , since F n (T * 1 ) is isomorphic to F n (T * 2 ) for any n < ω,and in power of conditions of theorem this isomorphism is be able to go on to all subalgebras.
The following definitions led us to other kind of similarity, this one weaker than syntactical similarity. All definitions are taken from [3] .
(1) By a pure triple we mean A, Γ, M , where M is not empty set, Γ is a permutation group on A, and M is a family of subsets of
(2) If A 1 , Γ 1 , M 1 and A 2 , Γ 2 , M 2 are pure triples, and ψ : A 1 → A2 is a bijection, then ψ is an isomorphism, if:
The pure triple |C|, G, N is called the semantically triple of T (abbreviated s.t.), where |C| is the universe of C, G = Aut(C) and N is the class of all subsets of |C| which are universes of suitable elementary submodels of C .
Complete theories T 1 and T 2 are semantically similar is and only if their semantic triples are isomorphic. Very interesting one can to consider this result with the following: Proposition 1 [3] . If T 1 and T 2 are syntactically similar, then T 1 and T 2 are semantically similar. A property (or a notion) of theories (or models, or elements of models) is called semantic if and if it is invariant relative to semantic similarity.
It is turned out that a lot important notion from classical model theory belongs to next list. Proposition 2 [3] . The following properties and notions are semantic: (1) type; (2) forking; (3) λ-stability; (4) Lascar rank; (5) Strong type; (6) Morley sequence; (7) Orthogonality, regularity of types; (8) I(ℵ α , T ) -the spectrum function. By virtue of this notice we can say that all above mentioned properties and notions from Proposition 2 in the class of centers of ∃-complete perfect EP SCJ theories are semantic. Moreover if we are consider above mentioned enrichments of signatures of such theories and we will consider central types of ones we got that the situation will not change. And finally it is appropriate to consider the EP SCJ analogues of the list of semantic properties and notions from classical model theory. All unknown notions and results which we used in this article one can find out in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
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